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THERMAL AND DYNAMIC MULTIFRAGMENTATIONOF HOT NUCLEISIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES�V.A. Karnaukhov, S.P. Avdeyev, L.A. Petrov, V.K. RodionovJoint Institute for Nulear Researh, 141980 Dubna, RussiaH. OeshlerInstitut für Kernphysik, TU Darmstadt 64289, GermanyO.V. Bohkarev, L.V. Chulkov, E.A. KuzminKurhatov Institute, 123182 Mosow, RussiaA. Budzanowski, W. Karz, M. JanikiH. Niewodnizanski Inst. of Nulear Physis, 31-342 Craow, PolandE. NorbekUniversity of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242 USAand A.S. BotvinaInstitute for Nulear Researh, 117312 Mosow, Russia(Reeived January 13, 1999)The experimental data on fragment multipliities, their energy andharge distributions, the emission times are onsidered for the nulear mul-tifragmentation proess indued by relativisti light projetiles (protons,helium) and heavy ions. With light projetiles, the multifragmentation is apure �thermal� proess, well desribed by the statistial models. Heavy-ion-indued multifragmentation is in�uened by dynami e�ets related �rst ofall to the ompression of the system in the ollision. But statistial modelsan also be applied to rendering the partition of the system if the exitationenergy is less than 10 MeV/nuleon and ompression is modest. For theentral ollision of heavy ions the statistial approah fails to desribe thedata.PACS numbers: 25.40.�h, 25.55.�e, 25.70.Pq� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (429)



430 V.A. Karnaukhov et al.1. Thermal and dynami multifragmentationNulear fragmentation was disovered 60 years ago [1,2℄ in the osmirays studies as a puzzling phenomenon, when in the ollisions of relativistiprotons with a target nulear fragments are emitted, whose masses are heav-ier than those of alpha partiles, but lighter than those of �ssion fragments.Now they are alled intermediate mass fragments (IMF, 3 � Z � 20). Lateron, in the 1950s, this phenomenon was observed in the experiments at theaelerators [3℄ and after that it was studied leisurely for three deades. Thesituation hanged dramatially after 1982, when Jaobsson et al. disoveredmultiple emission of IMF in emulsion irradiated by 12C (1030 MeV) at theCERN synhroylotron [4℄. The experimental data stimulated appearaneof a number of theoretial models, whih related the opious prodution ofIMF to the liquid-gas phase transition in nulear matter. In a nuleus, as inusual liquid, peuliar onditions an be reated (high temperature and re-dued density), when system enters the region of phase instability (spinodalregion). This state may disintegrate into an ensemble of small drops (IMF),surrounded by a nulear gas (nuleons and helium nulei).The idea of getting a new insight into the problem of the nulear equationof state stimulated great interest in the multifragmentation phenomenon inthe middle of the 1980s. Around a dozen very ompliated experimentaldevies were reated to investigate this proess by using heavy ion beams,whih are well suited for produing extremely hot nulei. But in this aseheating of nulei is aompanied by ompression, strong rotation and shapedistortion, whih ause the so-alled dynami e�ets in the nulear deay.It is di�ult to disentangle all these e�ets to get information on the ther-modynami properties of a hot nulear system. The piture beomes muhlearer when light relativisti projetiles (protons, helium) are used. Oneshould expet that dynami e�ets are negligible in that ase. Anotheradvantage is that all the fragments are emitted by the only soure � thetarget spetator. Its exitation energy is almost entirely thermal. So, theuse of light relativisti projetiles is the way to observe and study thermalmultifragmentation. The latest review of the problem is given in [5℄.The interplay of thermal and �mehanial� exitations in the proess ofopious IMF emission was treated in a number of papers e.g. [6,7℄. Figure1 shows a diagram alulated (exept the dashed line) in [6℄ with the hy-drodynamial approah and the perolation model. The IMF emission wasonsidered for heated and ompressed 208Pb. The left lower orner of dia-gram is a domain of normal fragment evaporation, true multifragmentation(many-body deay) takes plae above the line. Compression is as e�etivefor multifragmentation as thermal exitation. Even the old nuleus andisintegrate when the ompressional energy is larger than 3.5 MeV/nuleon.



Thermal and Dynami Multifragmentation of Hot Nulei 431The in�uene of rotation and shape distortion on the multifragmentationprobability was analyzed in several papers (e.g. [7℄). But ompression is ex-peted to be a more important dynami property of the heavy ion ollisionsin that aspet. So, the reations indued by relativisti light projetiles o-upy only absissae, as E�=A ' "T, the domain of heavy ion ollisions is allarea of the diagram, as the exitation energy in that ase is omposed by thethermal and ompressional energies: E�=A = "T+"C. In fat, the thresholdfor thermal multifragmentation is lower than predited in [6℄ (solid point inFig. 1), so the atual border between the evaporation and multifragmenta-tion regions is presented by the dashed line.Up to now a great body of data has been aumulated, whih gives ahane to analyze the similarities and di�erenes of thermal and �dynami�(with heavy ions) multifragmentation. This will be done onsidering thedata on the mean IMF multipliities, the fragment harge distributions,kineti energy spetra and the time sale of IMF emission. In both ases itis proved that multifragmentation is the main deay mode for nulei withexitation energy above the threshold of this deay hannel.

Fig. 1. Multifragmentation and normal de-exitation regions alulated for 208Pb[6℄ as a funtion of the thermal and ompressional energies per nuleon. The dotshows the experimentally estimated threshold for thermal multifragmentation ofthe target spetator for p+Au ollisions [8℄.2. IMF multipliityIn this paper we de�ne hMi as a mean IMF multipliity for the eventswith emission of at least one IMF. The mean fragment multipliity averagedover all inelasti ollisions hM�i is onneted with hMi via the relation



432 V.A. Karnaukhov et al.hM�i = hMi(1�P (0)), where P (0) is the probability of the events withoutIMF emission. Thus hMi is never smaller than one.Figure 2 presents a olletion of some data on spei� IMF mean mul-tipliities hMi=AR (AR is the mass number of the fragmenting nuleus) forollisions a+Au, where a ranges from relativisti protons [8℄ and He [8,9℄ tosuh a heavy projetile as 197Au [10,11℄. The data are shown as a funtionof the inident energy in the entre-of-mass system. There are no de�niteexperimental data on the mass numbers of fragmenting nulei exept forperipheral Au + Au ollisions at 600 MeV/nuleon (the last point in Fig. 2)[12℄. For the proton-indued fragmentation at beam energies of 2.16, 3.6and 8.1 GeV, AR values were found from the �t of data to the alulationsin whih the fast stage of the ollisions was desribed by the intranulearasade model [13℄ with additional mass and energy loss during the thermalexpansion phase (INC + Exp.) [8℄. The disintegration of residuals was de-sribed in the framework of the Copenhagen statistial multifragmentationmodel (SMM) onsidering the deay of a diluted system at the freeze-outdensity �f ' 13�0 [14℄. For 40Ar [15℄, 36Ar[16℄, 129Xe [17℄ beams, the massnumbers AR were estimated on the assumption of the same mass loss inrespet to the initial system as in the ase of the proton-indued fragmen-

Fig. 2. Spei� IMF multipliity (for events with at least one IMF), for a + Auollisions as a funtion of the .m. energy of the system. Lower line: dots �proton beam, squares � 3He and 4He beams. Upper line is for heavy ion beams:40Ar, 36Ar, 129Xe, 12C (inverse kinematis) and 197Au. Open irle is for theentral Au + Au ollisions, others points are inlusive data. The right sale givesthe exitation energy aording to SMM.



Thermal and Dynami Multifragmentation of Hot Nulei 433tation (at the losest energy). For Au + C ollisions AR was found by thesame proedure as for Au + Au peripheral ollisions with regard for uni-versality of spetator fragmentation at relativisti bombarding energies [10℄.The solid points in Fig. 2 present the inlusive data (averaged over the entirerange of the impat parameters). The open point is for the entral Au +Au ollisions at 100 MeV/nuleon [11℄ with AR estimated in that paper.The inlusive data for spei� IMF multipliity for heavy ion ollisionsare only slightly larger than those for the fragmentation indued by relativis-ti light projetiles. The proess is almost insensitive to reation dynamis.This observation suggests that the energy transfer to the residual nuleusis the primary quantity ontrolling its deay. On the right sale of Fig. 2the exitation energy per nuleon is plotted whih, aording to SMM, or-responds to the left sale of spei� IMF multipliity. This is the thermalexitation energy "T.

Fig. 3. Spei� IMF multipliity as a funtion of the thermal exitation energy. Theurve is alulated by SMM. Experimental points: solid diamond and triangle areinlusive data for peripheral 12C + Au and Au + Au ollisions at 600 MeV/nuleon,the open triangle � for Au + Au (600 MeV/nuleon) ollisions at b=bmax = 0:6�0.75, open irles are for entral Au + Au interations at 100 and 250 MeV/nuleon.The relation between hMi=AR and "T in the framework of SMM is shownin Fig. 3. As the input in alulating the urve, we used AR, ZR values andthe exitation energies for residual nulei produed by the INC ode for 4He+ Au ollisions at 14.6 GeV. The mean spei� IMF multipliity grows withthe exitation energy up to the maximum value at � 9 MeV/nuleon andafter that it falls down beause of swithing on the vaporization regime. Theright sale of Fig. 2 orresponds to the growing part of this dependene. The�rst three points (for peripheral Au + C and Au + Au ollisions) are ob-



434 V.A. Karnaukhov et al.tained from the data [10℄ for both multipliity and exitation energy. Theyare loated in aordane with the SMM predition if we assume some rea-sonable ontribution of olletive energy (shown by arrows) to the exitationenergy of the projetile spetator. Another possible ause of the overestima-tion of the thermal exitation energy in Ref. [10℄ is that part of the exper-imentally determined energy may be due to pre-equilibrium or pre-breakupemission [38℄.The statistial multifragmentation model fails to desribe the data forthe most violent ollisions of heavy ions. The open points in Fig. 3 are forentral Au + Au ollisions at 100 MeV/nuleon [11℄ and at 250 MeV/nuleon[18℄ (mass number of soure was taken to be equal 320). The radial �ow en-ergies, mainly aused by ompression, are around 10 MeV/nuleon and 21.5MeV/nuleon respetively, but they are subtrated from the total exitationenergy to get the thermal one. The multipliities are de�nitely larger thanpredited by SMM. One should look for another mehanism of fragment for-mation in the overheated system than the one suggested by the statistialmultifragmentation model.3. Fragment kineti energy spetraAs an example of a fragment energy spetrum for pure thermal multi-fragmentation, Fig. 4 presents the spetrum of arbon for p+Au ollisionsat 8.1 GeV [8℄. The line gives the result of alulations using the om-bined (INC + Expansion + SMM)-model. In our paper [19℄ it is shownthat around 75% of the mean energy of arbon fragments are gained fromthe Coulomb aeleration and only a quarter is pure thermal. So, the meanfragment energy is sensitive to the size of the soure (Z, A and R). The Zand A values are de�ned by the �rst two stages of the interation (INC +Exp.). The parameters of the (INC + Exp.) alulations are not adjustedspeially to �t energy spetra. Only one additional parameter was used inalulating the exitation energy and mass loss during the expansion stageto reah agreement between the alulated and measured IMF multipliities[8℄. The model onsiders the break-up of the hot expanded system assumingthat the expansion veloity equals zero. If the expansion veloity is atuallysigni�ant, it should manifest itself in the fragment energy spetra. It isinvisible for the ase presented in Fig. 4. Agreement between the data andthe alulated urve is rather good and the upper limit of the expansionveloity at the break-up moment is less than 0.02 .Figure 5 presents some olletion of the data for the mean IMF ener-gies per nuleon for ollisions of di�erent projetiles with the Au target:our data for protons (8.1 GeV) and 4He (3.65 GeV/nuleon) [8℄, 36Ar (110MeV/nuleon) [20℄, Au (600 MeV/nuleon), peripheral ollisions [10℄, Au
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Fig. 4. Energy spetrum of arbon from the p+Au ollisions at 8.1 GeV omparedwith the SMM-alulation.(100 MeV/nuleon and 150 MeV/nuleon), entral ollisions [11,21℄. Forthe proton and 4He beams the diret measurements are used at � = 87Æin respet to the beam diretion. For 36Ar the data are obtained from themeasurements of the fragment transverse energy. For the projetile spetatorfragmentation in peripheral Au + Au ollisions energies are estimated fromthe transverse and longitudinal momentum width of IMF. For the entralAu + Au ollisions the diret measurements of fragment energies and timeof �ight are used. For heavier projetiles the mean IMF energies are higher(even for 4He beam) than those for the proton-indued ollisions. They are

Fig. 5. IMF mean energies per nuleon (in enter-of-mass system) for ollisions ofdi�erent projetiles with gold: 1 � p (8.1 GeV), 2 � 4He (3.65 GeV/nuleon), 3� 36Ar (110 MeV/nuleon), 4 � Au (600 MeV/nuleon, peripheral oll.), 5 � Au(100 MeV/nuleon, entral oll.), 6 � Au (150 MeV/nuleon, entral oll.).



436 V.A. Karnaukhov et al.dramatially higher for the entral Au + Au ollisions and that annot beaused by the larger soure harge Zs. It is estimated to be around 120 for aninident energy of 100 MeV/nuleon [11℄ and that an explain only a quarterof the enhanement in the IMF energies. In the main, this is explained bythe e�et of the radial �ow initiated by signi�ant ompression of nulearmatter in the ollision. For an inident energy of 150 MeV/nuleon of the Aubeam the �ow energy is found to be equal to 19:9 � 2:3 MeV/nuleon fromthe analysis with the blast model, whih gives good �t of the IMF energyspetra in the entral ollisions at 150�400 MeV/nuleon [18℄. Aording tothis analysis, around 60% of the available energy are stored in the radial�ow.The minor enhanement of the IMF mean energies in respet to thosefor p + Au interation, observed for 4He- and 36Ar-indued fragmentation,an also be attributed to the e�et of olletive �ow whih just omes to thegame.Dealing with peripheral Au + Au ollisions (urve 4), one should askoneself how signi�ant the ontribution of the Coulomb �eld of the targetspetator to the kineti energy of the fragment originating from the projetilespetator is. The typial time for thermally driven expansion of the systembefore the break-up is around 50�70 fm/. The separation of the target andthe projetile spetators after that time (for an energy of 600 MeV/nuleon)is around 50 fm.At that distane the Coulomb �eld of the target is greatly redued. Itannot in�uene onsiderably the kineti energy of the fragments if theyare emitted after the expansion time. Comparing urves 4 and 2 in Fig. 5one should note that the energies of fragments with Zf > 4 for Au + Auollisions are lose to that from He + Au interation, but they are notieablylarger for Zf = 2 and 3. It an be onsidered as an indiation that lightfragments are emitted before the expansion, when the Coulomb �eld of thetarget is signi�ant.4. Fragment harge distributionsFigure 6 gives an example of harge distributions for the thermal mul-tifragmentation indued in gold by relativisti protons. The data are welldesribed by the alulations in the (INC + Expansion + SMM)-model. Thegeneral trend of the distributions follows the power law Y (Z) � Z�� , yield-ing � = 2:17 � 0:08; 1:90 � 0:06 and 1:93 � 0:06 for beam energies of 2.16,3.6 and 8.1 GeV respetively. The harge distributions are further studiedby seleting di�erent IMF multipliities.The insert in Fig. 6 shows the dependene of the � -parameter on thedeteted IMF multipliity m for an inident energy of 8.1 GeV. With in-
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Fig. 6. Fragment harge distributions for the p + Au ollisions at 8.1 GeV (top),3.6 GeV and 2.16 GeV (bottom). The lines are alulated by INC + Exp. +SMM (normalized at Z = 3). The insert gives � -parameters dedued from the IMFharge spetra for a beam energy of 8.1 GeV as a funtion of the measured IMFmultipliity.reasing multipliity, the � -parameter �rst dereases and then rises. In ear-lier papers on the multifragmentation [22℄ the power-law behaviour of thefragment harge yield and the observed minimum of the � -parameter wasinterpreted as an indiation of the proximity to the ritial point for theliquid-gas phase transition in nulear matter1. But in fat, the fragmentingsystem is not so lose to the ritial point [23℄ and one should look for a lessexoti explanation of the minimum of the � -parameter also found here as afuntion of m. It is given by SMM with allowane for the seondary deayof exited fragments. As shown above, the IMF multipliity is orrelatedwith the exitation energy of the system. For low multipliities the systemis lose to the evaporation regime. In this ase inreasing exitation energyresults in enhanement of the yield of heavier fragments (� dereases). Asthe exitation ontinues inreasing, the seondary deay of the fragmentsbeomes more signi�ant, enhaning the yield of light fragments (� rises).Quantitatively this is shown in Fig. 8.A set of data on the harge distributions for fragments produed in theollisions of di�erent projetiles with the gold target is given in Fig. 7. Dis-tributions 1�4 are inlusive, obtained with the beams of protons (8.1 GeV)[8℄, 40Ar (30 and 220 MeV/nuleon) [25℄ and 84Kr (35 MeV/nuleon) [26℄.1 This predition is orreted in the reent paper [24℄.
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Fig. 7. IMF harge distributions for a+Au ollisions. Projetiles: 1 � p (8.1 GeV),2 � Ar (30 MeV/nuleon), 3 � Kr (35 MeV/nuleon), 4 � Ar (220 MeV/nuleon),5 � Au (1000 MeV/nuleon), peripheral, 6 � Au (100 MeV/nuleon) and 7 � Au(400 MeV/nuleon), entral ollisions.Distribution 5 is measured for the peripheral Au + Au ollisions at 1000MeV/nuleon [11℄. All these distributions an be rendered by the powerlaw. The similarity is remarkable. To disuss the ability of the statisti-al multifragmentation model to �t the data, let us onsider Fig. 8, whihpresents the omparison of the measured values for the exponent � with theones alulated by SMM as a funtion of the exitation (thermal) energy pernuleon. In these alulations Z, A and E�=A of the system were generatedby the INC ode for the 4He + Au ollisions at 3.65 GeV/nuleon. Themodel-predited harge distributions are well �tted by the power law forthe exitation energies below 10 MeV/nuleon. For higher energies they be-ome more like exponential ones. The alulated � -value has a minimum atE�=A ' 4 MeV/nuleon. First, onsider the solid symbols. The irles arethe data for p+Au ollisions for 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV (inlusive data). Herethe mean exitation energies are obtained from the �t of the experimentalmean IMF multipliity and the SMM alulations. The diamonds are forAu + Au peripheral ollisions at 600 MeV/nuleon, exitation energies areestimated experimentally [10℄. There is good agreement of the experimentalpoints and alulations for exitation energies of up to 7 MeV/nuleon. Thedeviation for higher energies an be aused by the ontribution of the olle-tive �ow and pre-equilibrium/pre-breakup proesses to the experimentallydetermined exitation energy.
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Fig. 8. Power parameter � as a funtion of the exitation energy per nuleon.The line is alulated with SMM. Experimental data: solid irles are for p + Auollisions at 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV; diamonds are for peripheral Au + Au ollisionsat 600 MeV/nuleon (seleted for di�erent Zbound); open symbols are for 40Ar(30 MeV/nuleon) and 84Kr (35 MeV/nuleon).The open points in Fig. 8 are for 40Ar (30 MeV/nuleon) and 84Kr (35MeV/nuleon) ollisions with gold (inlusive data). The mean exitationenergies are estimated on the basis of the systematis for the spei� mul-tipliities (Fig. 2). The measured � -values are lower than the minimal onealulated by SMM. But, as noted in [25℄, this an be explained by the en-hanement of the yield of heavier IMF aused by another reation mehanism� dissipative ollisions (multinuleon transfer).Now, turn to Fig. 7. For the entral Au + Au ollisions the hargedistributions (6 and 7) are ompletely di�erent from those just disussed.They are �tted by the exponential funtion Y (Z) � exp(��Z) with theparameter � inreasing with inident energy. As was already mentioned,the statistial multifragmentation model predits the exponential shape ofthe harge distribution of fragments if the thermal exitation energy exeeds10 MeV/nuleon, but underestimates the IMF multipliity. In the exhaus-tive paper [18℄ the harge distributions for the entral Au + Au ollisionsat 150�400 MeV/nuleon are ompared with the ones alulated by SMM,Quantum Statistial Model [27℄, statistial Model WIX [28℄. None an ren-der the experimental data signi�antly underestimating the yield of heavierIMF. The implementation of the mirosopi Quantum Moleular DynamiModel gives similar results. It is suggested that the higher luster yieldould be explained in the quasistatistial approah if the freeze-out densityis around 0.8 �0 (the system is well outside the spinoidal region). This is a



440 V.A. Karnaukhov et al.very bold idea, when it is remembered that the thermal exitation energy ofthe system exeeds the binding energy by several times (it is estimated in [18℄to be 33 MeV/nuleon for Au + Au ollisions at 400 MeV/nuleon). As an al-ternative, this overheated system an be thought of as ompletely vaporizedat the freeze-out moment. In that ase oalesene (appropriately modi�edby olletive �ow) seems to be the proper mehanism of fragment formationfrom the gaseous phase. In [29℄ it was suessfully applied to desribe thedata for the entral 20Ne + 238U ollisions at 0.25�2.1 GeV/nuleon.5. On the time sale of IMF emissionThe time sale of IMF emission is a ruial harateristi for understand-ing this deay mode: is it a �slow� sequential proess of independent emissionof IMF or is it a new (multibody) deay mode with �simultaneous� ejetionof fragments governed by the total aessible phase spae? Only the latterproess is usually alled �multifragmentation�. �Simultaneous� means thatall fragments are liberated during the time smaller than the harateristione � � 10�21 s, whih is the mean time of the Coulomb aeleration [30℄.For that ase emission of IMF is not independent, they interat via Coulombfores during the aeleration in the ommon eletri �eld after freeze-out.To measure the emission time �em of IMF (i.e. the mean time between twosuessive fragment emissions) is a diret way to answer the question as tothe nature of the multifragmentation phenomenon.There are two proedures to measure the emission time: analysis of theIMF-IMF orrelation funtion in respet to the relative veloity and in re-spet to the relative angle. An example of implementation of the seondmethod is given in Fig. 9. It shows the IMF�IMF relative angle orrela-tion for the fragmentation of the target spetator in 4He (14.6 GeV)+ Auollisions [19℄.The orrelation funtion exhibits a minimum at �rel = 0 arising from theCoulomb repulsion between the oinident fragments. The magnitude ofthis e�et drastially depends on the time sale of emission, sine the longerthe time distane between the fragments, the larger their spae separationand the weaker the Coulomb repulsion. The multibody Coulomb trajetoryalulations �t the data on the assumption that the mean emission time �emis less than 75 fm/ (2:3 � 10�22s). This value is onsiderably smaller thanthe harateristi Coulomb time �. The trivial mehanism of multiple IMFemission (independent evaporation) is exluded.Figure 10 gives some olletion of the experimental data for the meantime of IMF emission for the ollisions of di�erent projetiles with the goldtarget [19,31�37℄. For the inident energies lower than 1.5 GeV the measuredvalues of �em are larger than the Coulomb orrelation time and fragment
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Fig. 9. Distribution of relative angles between oinident IMF for the 4He (14.6GeV) + Au ollisions. The lines are alulated for the mean emission times (frombottom) 0, 100, 400 and 800 fm/.

Fig. 10. IMF emission times for a+Au ollisions as a funtion of the enter-of-massenergy of the system. The dashed line orresponds to the Coulomb orrelation time.Solid dots � Ar beam, triangle � 18O, diamond � 56Fe, squares � 3He and 4Hebeams, open point � entral Au + Au ollisions.emission should be lassi�ed as an evaporation proess. For higher beamenergies all the data are in favour of a true multifragmentation mehanism.



442 V.A. Karnaukhov et al.It should be remembered that for thermal multifragmentation (or quasither-mal one, with moderate olletive energy) the IMF emission takes plae afterexpansion bringing the system into the spinoidal region. Aording to dif-ferent model alulations it takes 50�70 fm/. So the full time sale of theproess also inludes that expansion time. For the entral Au + Au olli-sions the disintegration time is determined dynamially by the radial �owveloity [37℄ whih reahes 0.33  for the 400 MeV/nuleon inident energy[18℄. 6. ConlusionThe relativisti light projetiles are a more adequate tool for investigat-ing thermal multifragmentation as the exitation energy of the target spe-tator is almost entirely thermal one. In that ase all the observables (IMFmultipliities, fragment kineti energy spetra, harge yields and some orre-lation data) are well desribed by the Statistial Multifragmentation Model,whih onsiders the fast multibody deay of the expanded (and thermallyequilibrated) hot nuleus. For heavy ion ollisions, heating of a nuleus isaompanied by ompression and rotation. When the thermal exitation en-ergy is less than 10 MeV/nuleon and ompression is modest, the statistialinterpretation seems to be appliable. The mean fragment multipliities andharge distributions are in agreement with the statistial model alulations(even for peripheral Au + Au ollisions). But the fragment kineti energiesare enhaned by the olletive �ow.The situation is ompletely di�erent for entral Au + Au ollisions, whenan overheated ("T > 10 MeV/nuleon) and well-ompressed system is re-ated. The statistial models fail to render the basi observable of the proess� the fragment yields, giving onsiderably lower values. The fragment ki-neti energies are dynami in origin. They are mostly determined by theolletive �ow aused by the initial ompression. The huge olletive �owmakes questionable the implementation of global thermodynamial oneptsin desribing suh violent ollisions.The authors are thankful to Profs A. Hrynkiewiz, A.M. Baldin,S.T. Belyaev, N.A. Russakovih for their support and to W. Trautmannfor fruitful disussions. The researh was supported in part by Grant No.96-02-18952 from the Russian Foundation for Basi Researh, by Grant No.94-2249 from INTAS, by Grant No. 2P03B 12615 from the Polish StateCommittee for Sienti� Researh, by Contrat No. 06DA453 with Bun-desministerium für Forshung und Tehnologie and by the US National Si-ene Foundation.
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